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0 Comments 0 Likes Statistical Notes Be First as It's 1. CURRICULAR SYSTEM 2. The curriculum policy is based on three aspects: - country project - vision of learning - diagnosis of the current situation 3. Sense of Educational Policy 4. Society produces its members, but each member contributes to the production of society. Maureen
(2000) 5. Today's World Features - Complexity - Uncertainty - Change - Globalization - Globalization - Variety 6. Challenges of this world today - What is the authentic knowledge for the 21st century? How do new generations learn and learn? How do teachers teach and what should they teach? What role does school play today? 7. What
can we learn from the past? Take into account the training of THE QUINTILIANO MONTAIGUE Prevention Head of Knowledge on the spot. Spill We need education to help us put our heads in place. 8. TO UNDERSTAND THE CURRICULUM, YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND EACH OF ITS PARTS AND UNDERSTAND EACH PART,
YOU HAVE TO CONNECT THE PARTS WITH EACH OTHER, AND UNDERSTAND THE CURRICULUM AS A WHOLE. 9. What is the curriculum system? National Curriculum - Fundamental curriculum for all, clear, hopeful, evaluated progress maps, standards to measure the progression of learning in each school cycle. The ways of
learning.Educator-didactic benchmarks for the implementation of the national curriculum, from effective and consistent learning. Regional training projects. Guidelines for the creation of regional curators and response to the country's socio-cultural diversity. Monitoring and evaluation system - Constant monitoring of your application in the
classroom to have evidence for timely introduction of improvements or corrections. Training materials and other resources. Training resources for a national training programme that ensures vocational training. CURRICULAR SYSTEM is a set of educational documents that operate clearly and systematically to facilitate teaching in all
schools in the country and to ensure effective learning in an agreed manner. Organizes and establishes relationships between different tools or components of the curriculum. In addition; determines how to develop and implement, evaluate and feedback training and development tools at the national, regional, local and institutional levels.
11. PROGRESS MAPS How do you know that you are progressing in your training? Competence and Performance Level Descriptors: Exploring ROUTE Standards How to Get Them to Learn? Competences/opportunities/indicators of pedagogy-didactic orientation. CURRICULAR MARK What should students learn? Fundamental
competences in learning. TRAINING SYSTEM 12. System The vertebrate component of the entire learning system is fundamental learning. The National Curriculum is a guide document defining learning, their approach and their competence. Identifies a set of priority competencies that all students in the country, without exception, should
be able to acquire throughout schooling. Identify the basic teaching methods. 14. The National Curriculum, which ... expresses forming intentions in accordance with the educational requirements of our intercultural society. Focused teaching with a clear understanding of the fundamental results that need to be achieved with students. Our
rate is 15. Fundamental Lessons This is a common competency that all Peruvian students without exception must achieve and have the right to learn, from the beginning to the end of their basic education. Thus, the State guarantees the conditions for the effective management and training of all these children throughout the country. 16.
Fundamental educational institutions are broader or more comprehensive learning, which is the result of all formal and informal educational experience. These are common skills or abilities that a person develops gradually and cumulatively throughout the learning process. 17. Fundamental studies are general characteristics that a person
manifests in multiple situations and scenarios as part of his or her behavior. These are characteristics that the community regards as valuable human qualities. 18. They are common opportunities that develop within the framework of maturity based on human learning potential and in the face of the challenges that different stages of life
pose to man. They are the strength or ability to perform many tasks in a way that is considered effective or appropriate. Fundamental Studies 19. They may face the challenges posed by the country and time, their personal, working and civic lives, and the opportunity to continue to learn throughout their lives. They are based on a broad
social consensus because they represent the skills and opportunities needed to: scientific knowledge to contribute to building a more democratic, cohesive, inclusive, fair and sustainable country of development. People's Society 20. Information apprenticeships do not like the measurable skills and abilities that the state regularly assesses.
Its progress throughout schooling is clearly defined. All of them are necessary, there are no hierarchies, no more important than others. They serve their purpose as they are combined and intertwined in the performance of the subject. 1 2 3 4 21. Basic education 5 6 7 8 Your education will redefine the distribution of time and expand the
school schedule. They do not represent subjects that should be taught and taught in isolation and There are competencies that need to be used and demonstrated during the training of all others. Different scientific disciplines converge and come together to achieve each learning curve. 22. WHY DO WE TEACH WHAT WE TEACH?
Fundamental Learning 23. Identify ethical or public health problems associated with the use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs). 24.Funding for training 25. Textbooks 26. Teaching Textbooks 27. Teaching Textbooks 28. Basic Laws of Learning and interacts with autonomy for well-being - Acts and interacts autonomously in
different contexts based on self-awareness and evaluation, regulating their emotions and behaviors and their desire to continue to develop. Expresses and lives your sexuality according to your stage of life, with freedom, well-being and responsibility. Develops and maintains meaningful and positive interpersonal relationships. To act
independently and justify your decisions from an ethical point of view (this implies a willingness to reflect on one's life and its goals or feelings.) 29. Science Training Take care of Your Body - Psychomodity - Health and Nutrition Care - Sport 30. Textbooks 31. Textbooks 32. Standards clearly define the performances that students should
be able to demonstrate at the end of each cycle of basic education, for each fundamental learning. Maps of progress - establishes progress in competence; are benchmarks for evaluation, both externally (ECE) and at the class level. Identify the standards of fundamental learning. 34. Progress Maps - Allow the teacher to focus on basic
learning and to observe how far or near their students are from achieving these learning goals (standards) at the end of each cycle in order to refocus their pedagogical activities. 35. Learning the way How to get them to learn? Teachers' operational document, which outlines the requirements of the curriculum and teaching in the
classroom. Provide pedagogical and didactic recommendations to achieve basic research. It includes a set of documents and documents (facycles) that direct teachers and principals to implement the curriculum at the school level. 36. Personal Implementation Contribution to Society Skills Areas to Be Developed - Identity and Self-
Respect - Citizenship - Working Life - Changing Knowledge Contribution Areas - Democratic Society - Sustainable Development - Integration in the Global Village COUNTRY CHALLENGES (NATIONAL AGREEMENT / PEN) - Economic Development and Competitiveness - Equality and Social Justice - Democracy and the Rule of Law -
Efficiency, And Transparency Reading Reality / Translation of the requirements for Peruvian education LGE 28044 If this is an area and purpose, what skills should be developed here and now? 37. Changing our production matrix, redistributing wealth and changing consumer habits will require free movement in different points of view of
science and technology, giving value to the knowledge and methods of the ancestors. It would also be useful to turn to aesthetics, logic and mathematics to develop solutions, as well as to act with ethical meaning and personal security in conflicting scenarios. Vision of the country Development andcompetiality 38. Equityyjusticiasocial
Country's vision reverse undervaluation, prejudice or abuse of children, indigenous peoples and women, for the benefit of a more integrated society, requires a generation with greater self-esteem, ethical principles and civic consciousness capable of offering goals with initiative and perseverance. Let you also be able to take advantage of
the virtual world from the smooth and critical control of audiovisual language. 39. Democracy-State- Country vision Consolidation of democracy and the rule of law requires us to hold more citizens and responsibility for the right of others, to know how to cooperate and communicate more effectively, assertively and interculturally with all, so
that living in harmony and regarding the rules becomes a social habit. Changing the status quo also requires us to know how to deal with adversity. 40. A State-decentralized vision of the country Consolidating a decentralized, transparent and more state presence in the Territory requires informed decisions appealing to the knowledge and
methods of science, as well as ethical, autonomous and in cooperation with others. In turn, improving and specializing in public services involves finding solutions that require the use of mathematical knowledge and strategies. 41. Fundamental research scenarioes are acquired and demonstrated in action, in certain contexts and in
accordance with a purpose. However, the complexity of the problems and challenges we face today in the context of personal, social and working life or in the world of knowledge requires the mobilization and unification of several solutions and alternatives. None of them is self-sufficient. 42. World Citizen World Knowledge World Of Work
Personal World No training alone is enough to confront every problem 43. It is to learn to choose and combine the learning, acquired in every circumstance, to solve all kinds of problems throughout the life The greatest legacy of schooling is not only to master each learning with the necessary solvency ... 44. KE LIFE Unequal access to
wealth Personal World COMPETITION makes informed decisions, assuming that any resource of meager COMPETITION Goals are established and develop appropriate responses to achieve them, with initiative and perseverance, face risks and demonstrates self-confidence COMPETITION makes ethical decisions in different life
situations, with freedom of judgment, always taking into account both their own interests and the interests of others, taking responsibility for the consequences of the options taken. It acts and interacts with autonomy - it is known and valued, effectively expressed in different contexts and demonstrates its desire to continue to develop.
Express and live your sexuality according to your stage of life, with freedom, well-being and responsibility - Develop and maintain meaningful and positive interpersonal relationships - Law yourself and justify your decisions from an ethical point of view (This implies a willingness to reflect on your life and its goals or feelings.) Offer to
develop skills: learning functionality. Longitudinal vision of intentional learning: competence and opportunity throughout BS. Learning progression proposal: consistency and graduality (complexity). Approach to skills 47. An important step forward from a descriptive, disjointed approach: BEFORE THE WINNER HOW SET OF ABILITYES,
KNOWLEDGE AND THE VISION to the concept of the ability to know how to act integrated seichos ASS FORECAST HOW ACT IN THE FORECAST IN THE FORECAST IN THE WORK OBEJTIVE AND/ OR SOLUTION OF A PROBLEM, ACQUIRING OR MOBILING SET OF RESOURCES. 48. Allows you to act in the true contexts of 
If a student is expected to be able to act in a way that he is willing to exercise in real contexts, the knowledge acquired, that is, that he has the ability to act in genuine contexts, then we require action-oriented learning. Why is the definition of competence the same throughout the EBRD? Studies show us that the development of
competencies, in any aspect of life (playing the violin, playing chess, writing a novel, lecturing) requires traveling for a long time of deliberate practice, in the intention of being people who may be considered appropriate, competent, expert, or otherwise able to acquire and demonstrate skill in the competition. Skills are a type of learning
that combines and combines learning of different nature. These include the ability to act in accordance with reality and to change it, either to solve a problem or to achieve a goal, using a variety of knowledge relevant to specific contexts. Approach comconsistency vision learning 51. 1. The Law of Reality and Change It 2. To solve problem
3. Or reach goal 4. Using a variety of knowledge 5. With relevance to specific contexts, the vision of learning is 52. It includes flexibility, creativity and imagination, in thinking, in interaction and/or in motion. It involves moving and skills applied in one situation to another. It involves translating approaches from one field to another or an
unknown field. Approachability Vision Learning 53. Focus ofcompetenceS is CHANGE IN RELATIONSHIP WITH INFORMATION Get a record Don't forget to play Find to check out talk OfALMACENAR Passive and critically active and reflective vision learning 54. Unintelligibility and constant critical reflection ARE LEARNINGS WHOSE
ACHIEVEMENT REQUIRES: Continuous exercises in complex contexts High share of interaction and communication approach to achieving vision of learning 55. They ARE LEARNINGS WHOSE ACHIEVEMENT REQUIRES: Approaching Vision Learning to stimulate and allow imagination and creativity to awaken commitment and
sympathy with the action response to the challenge of the Face challenges that arouse curiosity and interest 56. Knowing how to act competently includes: Knowing how to pool and mobilize resources: Knowledge: Information Base: Understanding Phenomena. Procedural knowledge: know how to do operational work or skills. Knowledge
to perform intelligent operations. Cognitive skills. Knowledge of social relationships: know how to live together. Values and relationships: knowing how to be. Experience, personality traits: personal resources. How are education skills acquired? They are acquired by solving problems. 58. Write: competent action 59. Where is the content in
the competition?. Content is no longer static, as in traditional education: in the approach to skills dynamic knowledge is in different sources (teachers, books, parents, people from the community, etc.). What needs to be done is to find, understand, build and greatly enhance such content. 60. Where is the content in the competition?.
Content wrapped in solving activities and tasks, they are not learned separately, and then solve problems. It's not about turning your back on knowledge, it's really about making them useful, in the broadest sense of expression: attitude to life! Worry that knowledge is not sterile, that it can be applied to optional school problems.
Opportunities are the delimital knowledge of different kinds that are developed and used to promote competition. I mean, they do synergy between them. They can be cognitive and relational skills, affective arrangements, relationships, knowledge, procedures, etc. Approaches Vision Learning 62. The indicators are seen as evidence of
progress in competition. That is, they are examples of expected performance. Sometimes they work and evaluate solos (relative to capacity); sometimes in combination with others. One-to-one approach 63. Case analysis : Teacher Rosie asks her students to investigate climate change online to create a proposal that promotes an
improved environment. 64. Thank you aprendizajes y contenidos fundamentales pdf
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